Communicated by Glen Bredon, May 15, 1973 0. This study is addressed to the following genre of topological problems. Let n be a subset of a manifold Wand ç>:2-*II be a parametrization of n by a manifold collection 2. We seek a factorization 2 -+ i M-+ F W 9 <p=F o /, where i is an inclusion of S in a manifold M of the same dimension as W and F is a map in a certain class, such that the invariants of (W, II, <p) in some reasonable sense determine (M, F, i) up to topological equivalence. For instance, let II be a closed, but not necessarily simply closed polygon in the complex plane W, 2 the extended real line and F a Schwarz-Christoffel transformation of the Gaussian upper half plane M 9 such that the image [cp] of (p=F\H coincides with II. Necessary and sufficient conditions for II to bound a conformai, or more generally, a holomorphic image of a disc were first given by Titus [11]. In view of the Stoïlow-Whyburn [16] theory, it proved more convenient to use light open maps F such that cp is a regular parametrization of a smooth, closed curve II. If the curve lies in general position, the conditions can be expressed in terms of the Whitney [14]-Titus [10] intersection sequence, which is a combinatorial structure on the set of signed self-intersection points AX99) of II. In the last decade considerable progress has been made in the direction of relaxing the specialized aspects of the Picard-Loewner problem solved by Titus. We present here some current work, the precise formulation of some technical definitions and proofs have or will appear elsewhere.
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1. Let M denote a smooth, compact oriented surface, possibly with boundary dM 9 and W a smooth, oriented surface without boundary, but with base point 00. We admit smooth maps F: M->Wwhich in the vicinity of a point m e M is locally smoothly equivalent to one of the following canonical plane maps near the origin: Note that Xc Clos C in such a way that Z=KUC is a collection of embedded circles, / a collection of boundary circles, and BUP a discrete set of points in M. Thus S=^UPU/UZ defines a stratification of M. Each component M {j) of M-(/UZ) has a sign e~±l according to whether F\M^ is orientation preserving or reversing. Since e changes sign across a circle of Z, we may orient JUZ so that e ô M^ lies to the left of dM {j) .
2. The problem of reconstructing F from cp=^F\L is greatly simplified if W is taken to be the oriented sphere S 2 . Let E=S 2 -{00} denote the oriented plane. Let r denote a tangent winding measure on oriented regular curves, normalized to equal unity on the positive circle, r can be extended to piecewise regular curves provided their singularities are corners. Note that the valence v, the measure r and the cardinality # are additive. The Euler characteristic of M is constrained by F to be
. This is an elementary synthesis of well-known formulas. For J=Z= 0 it is the Hurwitz [6]-Riemann formula
For M of genus zero and Z empty, it is equivalent to a formula of Morse [9] -Heins, because F is light-open and satisfies their first boundary condition. For B=J= 0, F is an "excellent" map of Whitney [15] and (1) is a specialization of Levine's [7] formula. In particular, there are an even number of cusps (Thorn [13] , Haefliger [5] (cusp) or *=0 (regular arc).
The problem of constructing F on the components of N r is really a homotopy problem. A prototype [3] is the folded ribbon theorem: Two regularly homotopic plane immersed circles bound the admissible image of an annulus with a single, concentric fold circle. The methods of that study also show, for instance, that two spherically immersed circles bound an admissible annulus with at most one fold, and one or no cusps, depending on whether the curves are not or are regularly homotopic. Thus every spherically immersed circle bounds an admissible disc with at most one fold circle if the curve is regularly homotopic to a circle on the sphere. If not, it is regularly homotopic to the figure eight and the extension has exactly one cusp. If the possible number of cusps is increased, similar theorems hold in the plane. For those components of N r assigned to contain a single branch point, Marx' assemblages are well suited.
If F:M-+S
2 is an admissible map with 99=F|2 in general position, then every assemblage s/ obtained from a suitable narrow tube N r and properly chosen tree xp induces an orientation preserving automorphism H:M->M, H\L = l v such that F^=FoH.
One chooses N r so narrow that for m e PUB, F\e(m)N r (m) is an orientation preserving embedding, respectively a canonical properly interior map with single branch point m. For a circle S of/UZ, F\N r (S) is an immersed annulus with parallel borders, respectively an admissible map of the annulus with borders parallel to the singular curve <p(S) except, of course, near the cusps, where one loops about the cusp image in a canonical way. These constructions permit a tree xp to be so carefully chosen that its F-lift decomposes M into cells with disjoint interiors on which F is univalent. This cell decomposition induces the equivalence H. 7. We close this announcement with a simple example. Let II be the connected sum of two Milnor paisley curves in the plane E. Then S is a circle and the only M satisfying (1) is the disc D with boundary S or the sphere with equator S. In the latter case both subassemblages are assemblages for the former case. We let <p=f: E->II be a regular parametrization. Consider the dual tree y, four spokes to oo are indicated. How the lozenge shaped cells are attached to %p is immaterial. An assemblage can be represented as follows (compare with [2] ). List the crossings X(f, ip) off with the four spokes in the circular order encountered: pqpqpqrsrsrs. The bar indicates a clockwise crossing. The assemblage pairs each barred letter with one of the two unbarred letters of the same denomination, but so that no pair splits another. Thus there are exactly 4 possibilities. The decomposition into embedded discs induced by one of these is indicated in the second picture.
The bilateral symmetry of II shows how one might obtain the coarser classification of admissible maps under the equivalence F o H=K<> G, where (H,K) are (2, II)-invariant diffeomorphisms of DxE. If both {H, K) leave one point on 2 fixed and preserve orientation, there are still four. If both (H, K) preserve orientation, there are three, and if (H, K) are merely orientation coherent, there are but two equivalence classes.
